Humans are classically thought to use either spectral decomposition or averaging to identify 2 vibrotactile signals. These are general purpose 'global' codes that require integration of the 3 signal over long stretches of time. Natural vibrotactile signals, however, likely contain short 4 signature events that can be detected and used for inference of textures, instantaneously, 5 with minimal integration, suggesting a hitherto ignored 'local code'. Here, by employing 6 pulsatile stimuli and a change detection psychophysical task, we studied whether humans 7 make use of local cues. We compared three local cues based on instantaneous skin position 8 and its derivatives, as well as six global cues, calculated as summed powers (with 9 exponents 1,2, and 3) of velocity and acceleration. Deliberate manipulation of pulse width 10
and amplitude (local+global) as well as pulse frequency (global) allowed us to disentangle 11 local from global codes. The results singled out maximum velocity, an instantaneous code, 12 as a likely and dominant coding variable that humans rely on to perform the task. Comparing 13 stimuli containing versus lacking local cues, demonstrated that performances exclusively 14 using global cues are rather poor compared to situations where local ones are available as 15 well. Our results are in line with the notion that humans not only do use local cues but that 16 local cues may even play a dominant role in perception. Our results parallel previous results 17 in rodents, pointing to the possibility that quite similar coding strategies evolved in whisker 18 and finger tactile systems. 20 The brain is believed to select coding symbols in sensory signals that would most efficiently 21 convey functionally relevant information about the world. For instance, the visual system is 22 widely believed to use spatially local features, like edge orientation, to delineate a visual 23 scene. For the tactile system only global, general purpose coding schemes have been 24 discussed so far. Based on the insight that moving contacts, characteristic for active touch, 25 feature short-lived stick-slip events, frictional movements that transfer fair amounts of texture 26 information, one should expect the brain to use a temporally local code, extracting and 27 instantaneously analyzing short snippets of skin movement. Here, we provide the first 28 analytical psychophysical evidence in humans that this indeed is the case.
Significance statement

Introduction
30
A sensory signal can transmit information about the world using either local or global 31 variables. A classical dispute in vision research was between one view that early vision 32 essentially is a set of global linear filters (Campbell and Maffei, 1974) and an opposing view 33 that interpreted neurons as local feature detectors (Barlow, 1972; Hubel and Wiesel, 1968) . 34
In research on the tactile sense, local coding was rarely considered -at least for pure 35 temporal coding of texture (roughness). Global coding schemes like spectral decomposition 36 and finding the 'best frequency', as well as signal averaging to come up with 'intensity', 37 dominated the thinking in tactile research of finger/hand related perception (LaMotte and 38 Mountcastle, 1975; Luna et al., 2005; Yoshioka et al., 2001) . However, insight from tribology 39 and recent research in whisker-based sensation and perception raised the possibility that 40 vibrotactile signals contain local features (i.e. short-lasting events) that can be extracted and 41 these features contain large amounts of texture information (Schwarz, 2016) (Fig. 1A) . In the 42 whisker system, evidence supporting local codes come firstly from biomechanical studies 43 describing prominent stick-slip movements (Oladazimi et 
56
Here we used psychophysics based on pulsatile fingertip skin indentation to demonstrate for 57 the first time, that humans use local codes. The experimental idea was that the change of 58 single pulses' waveform without changing pulse frequency is a manipulation of local and 59 global variables, whereas manipulation of pulse frequency without waveform changes is a 60 manipulation of global variables (Waiblinger et al., 2015a) alone. Our results strongly 61 indicate that humans do use a local code and may even use it as the dominant code in 62 addition to the classic global ones.
Results
64
We established a Yes/No change detection task. In each trial two 500 ms long pulse trains, 65 concatenated in a seamless way, were presented as vertical indentations to the left index 66 fingertip of participants ( Fig. 1BC ). After experiencing a single presentation of such stimuli, 67 participants indicated whether they perceived (Yes/No) a stimulus change in the middle of 68 the stimulus presentation ( Fig. 1C ; black stimulus [4 th from top]: correct response -No; all 69 other exemplary stimuli: correct response -Yes). 70
Experiment1 71
Our first aim was to elucidate systematic performance deficits with deliberate manipulation of 72 pulse width and amplitude (as shown in the four upper stimuli of Fig. 1C ). In this experiment 73 the pulse frequency of all the trials was kept constant at 90 Hz, and thus, did not provide any 74 cue of stimulus change. In principle, the local changes to pulse waveforms can bring about 75 changes in the global intensity variable as well. The amount of these possible changes, 76 however, depends very much on how intensity is defined. In the literature a variety of 77 intensity definitions have been used, such as linear integration ('mean speed'), or non-linear 78 integration ('power') of different kinematic derivatives (position, velocity, acceleration). In 79 fact, an accepted standard measure of intensity does not exist. Therefore, instead of using 80 one fixed intensity definition, we decided to use an array of them. Since in principle there are 81 infinite ways of defining intensity -we opted for an array of definitions that firstly vary the 82 code's characteristics in a systematic way across the stimulus space; presumably, one of 83 the coding definitions would capture specific performance deficits in stimulus space related 84 to the sought-after unknown coding variable. Secondly, we incorporated a non-linear 85 element (taking the signal to the power of >1 before summation) in the definition of intensity 86 that systematically varies the emphasis of local features within the vibrotactile signal. This 87 was done to address the possibility that local coding could be realized by a mathematical integration with non-linear preprocessing as well (as opposed to the truly local, 89 instantaneous feature extraction that we portrayed above). 90
Intensity was thus defined as the sum (or equivalently as the mean) of the first and second 91 stimulus derivative (i.e. velocity and acceleration) taken to the powers 1, 2, or 3. This choice 92 satisfied the spread in stimulus space. Keeping each of those intensities constant (under the 93 assumption that only pulse amplitude and width are varied), yielded an array of so-called 94 'iso-lines' fanning out from the origin (no change) into relevant sections of the space 95 spanning possible stimulus changes (tagged 'stimulus space' for short throughout this 96 report; Fig 1D) . To illustrate the stimulus space, the extreme stimulus changes (in the 97 corners of the stimulus space) are marked with a star and the respective waveforms can be 98 Moreover, our array of (global) intensities was designed to cover as well different degrees of 106 emphasis on local features. To visualize what that means we demonstrate an arbitrary signal 107 containing a shallow local feature in the upper left corner of figure 1E . The signal is 108 differentiated along rows, and is taken to increasing powers along columns. From this 109 demonstration one can easily appreciate that low derivative / low power signals (e.g. 110 = | | ) de-emphasize local features, whereas high derivative / high power 111 signals increasingly emphasize them (e.g. = | | ). 112
Armed with this analytic stimulus design, we set out to measure psychophysical 113 performance of 10 participants on stimulus changes located on the iso-lines depicted in figure 1D . The reference stimulus is located at the origin of the coordinate system spanning 115 changes in pulse amplitude and width (pulses of 40 µm amplitude and 5882 µs width). The 116 comparison stimulus (seamlessly concatenated to the reference stimulus) was picked in 117 each session from a different iso-line (15 equidistant pulse widths between 4167 (easy) and 118 5882 µm (difficult)). Each session comprised 840 trials with 50% no change stimuli 119 (comparison = reference = 5882 µm) and 50% change stimuli (comparison ≠ reference, i.e. 120 30 trials per 14 pulse widths). We refrained from testing global variables based on stimulus 121 'position' because the iso-lines for position-based intensities are located in a part of the 122 stimulus space where human ability of detection of change was superb whenever a stimulus 123 differed ever so slightly from the reference (in the second quadrant, where amplitude 124 increased and width decreased, Fig. 1D ). This stimulus area, thus, provided little 125 experimental leverage to gain insights into the tactile codes used (the respective preliminary 126 experiments are not shown). 127
The typical performance of a single participant is shown in figure 2A . It can be seen that the 128 participant shows a remarkably well isolated deficiency centered on the iso-line of maximum 129 velocity (gray). This observation generally held true in all ten participants. Comparing effect 130 sizes of the thresholds obtained from all ten participants on the maximum velocity iso-line 131 compared to all other iso-lines showed that the poorest performance was located around the 132 iso-line of maximum velocity (AUC comparing to 7 iso-lines in the order listed in Fig. 1D : 133 [0.98, 0.82, 0.53, 0.5, 0.83, 0.91, 0.90]; corresponding p values in t-tests were [0.015, 0.044, 134 0.624, ~, 0.357, 0.049, 0.055]; n=[10,9,9,~,9, 10, 10]). The best fit logistic functions to the 135 pooled data from ten participants and the respective thresholds are shown in Figure 2BC . It 136 is worth mentioning that in general the psychophysical test was subjectively described as Pulse frequency is a cue in itself -independent from the abovementioned instantaneous 157 kinematics (local) and intensity (global). In fact, as mentioned above, frequency is the 158 second candidate variable, next to intensity, for global coding. Therefore, pulse frequency 159 would be expected to change the detection rate by itself; however, this effect should be the 160 same for all iso-lines. Our choice of Δ = 15 (reference value 90 Hz, comparison value 161 105 Hz) balances a low perceptual effect (mean increment of the probability to report a 162 'change' 0.15, SD 0.08; as measured in experiment 3) with a large-enough shift of the iso-163 line to capture eventual differences in performance. Figure 3B the difference between the blue and gray line. It shows a non-significant mean change in the threshold from 1101 µs (SD 194 µs) (Δ = 0) to 1272 µs (SD 270 µs) (t=-2.084, n=8, 168 p=0.08; AUC=0.13). However, the performance on the shifted iso-line of 'Δ + mean 169 absolute acceleration' (red) is significantly improved to a mean change of threshold of 764 170 µs (SD=368 µs, t=2.868, n=8, p=0.024; AUC=0.99). Figure 3C shows the logistic fits for the 171 pooled performance from all 9 participants. In summary, we found that poor performance 172 was pegged to the local 'maximum velocity' iso-line, and did not move together with the 173 global 'mean absolute acceleration' iso-line. 174
Experiment 3 175
The participants in experiment 2 were in addition tested on pulse trains that exclusively 176 changed in Δ (cf. the gray stimulus in the schematic of Fig. 1C ; only data from 8 of 9 177 persons are reported here as from the 9 th we did not get any logistic fit that crossed a 178 probability of correct responses of 0.5). Figure 4A presents the logistic fit to the pooled trials 179 of this population. The success of 8 out of 9 participants to detect pulse frequency changes 180 demonstrates that humans in principle are able to use global variables as a basis for their 181 decision. The drop out of one participant and the subjective difficulties observed in others, 182 however, raised the question, how well the successful participants were able to use them, 183 and how their performance compared to situations in which they had additional access to 184 local cues. To this end we scaled the performance on experiment 3 (Δ cue and respective 185 intensity cues, thick red lines in figure 4B ) and those obtained in experiment 1 (intensity cues 186 and local cues, colored lines in figure 4B ) to each of the 6 variants of intensity (one variable 187 per sub-panel). In the vast majority of these direct comparisons the performance measured 188 in experiment 1 was shifted to the left and showed far lower thresholds of respective 189 intensive variables as compared to the Δ stimuli used in experiment 3. That is, generally, 190 the performance when only global cues were present was rather poor compared to the 191 performance with access to the same intensity variable and additional local ones. While this 192 held true for all almost all intensity variables, it was also clear that the definitions using 193 higher derivative and powers seem to fare better in this comparison. In the plot of 'mean cubic absolute acceleration' (dark blue), two of the curves obtained in experiment 1 showed 195 even slightly higher thresholds than the ones obtained in experiment 3. This is summarized 196 in figure 4C , which plots the relative thresholds obtained in experiment 3 (red stars) and 197 experiment 1 (dots colored with respect to the global variable, same colors as in panel B) on 198 one and the same scale (note that abscissa scales in the sub-panels of Fig. 4B differ as they 199 are individually normalized to the highest value obtained in experiment 3). In summary, 200 relative thresholds yielded by different intensity variables are all similar, a fact that shows 201 that none of these variables stands out in its importance for perception. Moreover, the 202 perceptual effects of intensity variables, particularly the definitions based on lower 203 derivatives and power, are far inferior compared to local cues, as experiment 3 (changes in 204 intensity and pulse frequency) typically resulted in far higher thresholds than those obtained 205 in experiment 1 (changes in intensity and instantaneous kinematics). This was so, despite 206 the fact that participants might have additionally exploited pulse frequency cues from stimuli 207 in experiment 3, which were not present in experiment 1. Finally, it can be appreciated that 208 intensity definitions that are based on the higher kinematic derivative (i.e. acceleration) and 209 higher power (i.e. power of 3) achieved thresholds that are on par with local variables. This 210 chimes well with the fact that these higher order definitions of intensity are increasingly 211 dominated by local features (demonstrated in Fig. 1E ). We interpret this match as indicating 212 that our array of intensity definitions exhausts the range of possible formulations that truly 213 represent global features.
Discussion
215
In this study, we present novel psychophysical evidence that humans use local 216 instantaneous codes in addition to the classical integrative global codes for tactile 217 discrimination. Using manipulations of pulsatile skin-indentation stimuli, we found that taking 218 'maximum velocity' out of the pool of available cues led to poor performance on a Yes/No 219 psychophysical change detection task. Finally, performance on pulse frequency changes 220 (engaging exclusively global coding mechanisms), was found to be significantly inferior 221 when comparing them to performance on sets of stimuli that contained the same changes in 222 global parameters but in addition allowed access to local ones. This last finding speaks in 223 favor of the notion that humans not only use local codes, but that they may even rely on 224 them as the dominant source of information feeding tactile perceptual decisions. 225
Is it appropriate to use pulsatile stimuli to disentangle local from global coding? large part of the stimulus space (Fig. 1D) . Additionally, our strategy to calculate intensity 247 based on different powers of the signal helps to formulate global codes that do or do not 248 emphasize local features (low vs. high derivatives/powers) ( Fig. 1E ). In fact, our intensity 249 variable that most strongly emphasizes local features, 'mean cubic absolute acceleration', 250 yields performance estimates that begin to match the ones obtained with true 251 (instantaneous) local codes (Fig. 4BC) The second issue with pulsatile stimuli is their spectral composition. Any modification of 258 pulse waveform (as done in experiment 1) will keep the signal's base frequency but will 259 introduce wide ranging spectral changes at higher harmonics. It follows that what we call 260 'local coding' in the time domain relates to differences of spectral patterns at higher 261 harmonics, and therefore is 'global' in the frequency domain. From these consideration two 262 aspects are noteworthy: First, our terms 'local' and 'global' strictly pertain to the time domain, 263 where a pulse is local and a single frequency (like the base frequency) is global. Second, 264 our results cannot be easily compared to studies that use definitions of 'frequency coding' 265 based on more than single spectral elements(e.g. Manfredi containing local cues (Fig. 4) , demonstrated the inferiority of base frequency cues to 279 determine perception. 280
What is the functional advantage of a local code? 281
The search for local coding is motivated by the assumed presence of frictional movements in 282 objects that engage in moving contact (Schwarz, 2016 2008). Primary sensory cortex in these animals has been shown to be selective for slip-292 based tactile inputs (Jadhav et al., 2009 ). Stick-slip events are short-lived and therefore local 293 in character, meaning that any tactile information they store is immediately available. An efficient decoding system making use of stick-slip events is supposed to have evolved under 295 time-accuracy constraints, and thus, must be assumed to be local itself, i.e. make use of 296 tactile information immediately after the reception of slip-based tactile signals. In support of 297 this notion, manipulations of pulsatile whisker deflections in a psychophysical study, have 298 provided strong evidence in favor of local coding in rats' tactile system (Waiblinger et al., 299 2015a ). In the fingertip system evidence about frictional movements is more scant, but by no 300 means negligible: Papillary ridges undergo complex shearing deformations at the onset of a 301 finger movement (Delhaye et al., 2016) , and friction has been shown to be a determinant of 302 roughness estimation -most of all for the discrimination of microscopic surface elements 303 (Verrillo et al., 1999) . Research on prehension has unearthed unequivocal evidence that 304 sudden slip movement does occur in the skin, and is readily detected by humans to adjust 305 grip forces (Johansson and Westling, 1987) . Finally, so-called rate hardness (an 306 instantaneous measure of change of force and speed when tapping surfaces) relates tightly 307 to hardness perception suggesting that it may be based on local elements of the tactile 308 signal as well (Han and Choi, 2010; Lawrence et al., 2000) . On the anatomical level, the 309 presence of papillary ridges in glabrous skin, beset by saliently structured rows of ridge-310 associated Meissner corpuscles and Merkel cells (Cauna, 1954) has rarely been attempted 311 to be incorporated into a functional hypothesis (Gerling and Thomas, 2008) . Biomechanical 312 generation of stick-slip in ridges, and specific reception of these by the mentioned rows of 313 ridge-associated receptors is a hypothesis that may help to unearth such functional links in 314 the future. Currently, these are mostly indirect evidences speaking in favor of local coding, 315 but due to lack of more detailed investigations it seems difficult to dismiss local coding as 316 playing a critical role in fine texture perception in primates (Schwarz, 2016) . Nevertheless, 317 on the behavioral level, no evidence directly supporting this notion was available so far. Our 318 present results are the first to provide systematic observations that can begin to fill this gap 319 and demonstrate that kinematic features of vibrotactile signals represent a perceptually 320 powerful coding object.
Methods
322
Participants 323
We recruited a total of 13 neurologically-healthy (self-reported) participants (age:20-35 324 years, median 27 years; 5 female). Two participants withdrew from the study without 325 providing any reason. Our participant recruitment advertisement discouraged all individuals 326 from participation if they were diagnosed with dyslexia (because it adversely affects tactile 327 acuity, (Grant et al., 1999; Laasonen et al., 2001) , diabetes (which could result in peripheral 328 neuropathy and action potential conduction delays, (Hyllienmark et al., 1995) , learning 329 disabilities, nervous system disorders, or had any calluses or injury to the left index fingertip 330 (the tested finger). Based on questions modified from the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory 331 (Oldfield, 1971) , we classified 12 participants as right handed. The study was approved by 332 our institutional research ethics board; all the participants signed the informed consent form 333 and were paid for their participation in the study. 334
To identify the stimulus feature that the participants used to perform the perceptual tasks, we 335 required the participants to perform well so that we could generate their psychometric 336 function for each task (see subsection perceptual task). If any participant performed poorly 337 on any task (session) and failed to generate a viable psychometric function for those tasks 338 (passing 50% correct), we ran them again on those specific tasks. Three participants 339 completed the study in a single attempt, 4 participants redid 1 out of 7 tasks, and 3 340 participants redid 2 out of 7 tasks. One participant was disqualified from the study because 341 total percent correct for all 7 sessions using stimuli from the 7 iso-lines in experiment 1 was 342 less than 50%. The data of the disqualified participant and the participants who withdrew 343 from the study are not included in the results section of this study.
Vibrotactile stimulation 345
We applied passive vibrotactile stimuli (i.e. no finger movement) to the distal pad of the left 346 index finger, using a plastic circular disc of 2.9 mm diameter attached to a galvomotor 347 (Cambridge Technology, Massachusetts; model 6220H). The galvomotor was driven by a 348 custom made amplifier, which reproduced highly precise displacements. We calibrated the 349 displacements of the galvomotor using a laser distance estimator that is sensitive to 350 displacements at the micron resolution. We used Matlab (Natick, USA) to generate the 351 stimulus waveform and control the galvomotor movement by passing voltage waveforms 352 through an analog output channel digitized at 40,000 samples per second at 12 bit resolution 353 via a National Instruments PCI-MIO-16E-1 I/O board. 354
Participants' arm rested on a platform which could be raised or lowered depending on the 355 participants' comfort. To prevent finger movements, the index finger was clamped in a finger 356 housing using a cleft as a rest for the finger nail -in addition to a double-sided tape that 357 affixed the plane of the fingernail to the ceiling of the housing. Once the testing finger was 358 securely positioned, we used a tri-axis micromanipulator to adjust and attach the galvomotor 359 to the distal pad of the left index finger such that the circular disc area was completely 360 covered by the fingertip skin. During the experiment only the testing region of the fingertip 361 touched the circular disc, we ensured that no other part of the galvomotor touched any part 362 of the participants' finger. We asked participants to trim the nail of their testing finger to 363 prevent any possibility of their nail touching any part of the stimulator. The arm platform as 364 well as the galvomotor platform were separate from each other and seated on an anti-slip 365 and anti-vibration mat. The depth of indentation was defined as the position in which during 366 very slow movement toward the skin the participants would first report touch-down. Using a 367 micromanipulator the galvomotor was then proceeded to the null position at a depth of 1 368 mm. From there the stimulus pulses further indented the skin.
Pulsatile stimuli were constructed by using one period sinusoids (waveform of a sinusoid 370 extracted from one of its minima to the next) as done before (Gerdjikov et al., 2010) . Two 371 manipulations were performed to change pulse width and amplitude. For pulse width, the 372 sinusoids used for this procedure ranged in frequency between 170 and 240 Hz in steps of 5 373 Hz, resulting in 15 pulse waveforms that varied in pulse width between 374 1°s°/°170°Hz°=°4167°µs and 1°s°/°240°Hz°=°5882 µs. The pulse amplitude ranged between 375 20 and 40 µm. A third manipulation left pulse waveform untouched but changed pulse 376 frequency, i.e. the inverse of interpulse intervals. Pulse frequency of the reference stimulus 377 was always 90 Hz. It changed in 5 Hz steps to values up to 135 Hz. The stimulus was a 378 seamless concatenation of two pulse trains both 500 ms in duration. The first, called 379 reference stimulus, was a train at a pulse frequency of 90 Hz, a pulse amplitude of 40 µm, 380 and a pulse width of 5.882 ms. The second train of pulses was either the same as the 381 reference stimulus (i.e. 'no change') or one that was altered into one or several of the above-382 mentioned manipulations (i.e. 'change')-see Figure 1C were encouraged to stand up and walk around. Participants received feedback after each 391 trial which was delivered through wireless headphones. In addition, after each 280 trial-block 392 participants saw their performance as total percent correct for that block. During experiment 393 2 and 3, white noise was played out loud next to the tactile stimulator. Following the 394 completion of experiment 2, when asked, none of the participants was aware that the 395 pulsatile frequency (along with the pulse width and amplitude) of the target stimuli changed.
Statistical analysis: 397
To each participant's performance (proportion reported "change") in each task, using the 398 dedicated analysis software psignifit (Wichmann and Hill, 2001) , we fitted a mixture model 399 cumulative normal psychometric function of the following form: 400
where p(x) is the sigmoid modelled as cumulative gaussian -which includes the threshold 401 Next, to estimate the population mean for each iso-line, we implemented a Bayesian 410 Hierarchical analysis (see Tong et al., 2016) . We represented the participants' threshold as 411 normally distributed over the whole stimulus range (pulse width from 5882 down to 4167°µs) 412 with unknown mean µ and standard deviation σ (ranging between 0.5 and 30). contained stimuli from which we extracted 3 local (maximum position, velocity and 426 acceleration) and 6 global (intensity) variables. The terms are given in Fig. 1D (the 427 integration window was always the entire 500 ms stimulus, therefore we use sum and mean 428 of the variable inter-changeably). In two instances an iso-line was found to be congruent with 429 another ('maximum position' / 'mean absolute velocity' and 'maximum velocity' / 'mean 430 absolute acceleration'); hence, 7 iso-lines were tested. In one iso-line session the 431 presentation was three blocks of 280 trials each, which contained all 'change' stimuli (140) 432 and the same number of 'no change' stimuli trials in pseudorandom order. 433
Experiment 2: The aim here was to disentangle performance on the 'maximum velocity' iso-434 line from that of the 'mean absolute acceleration' iso-line, using additional changes of pulse 435 frequency (Fig. 3A) . The change in pulse frequency was set to 15 Hz (i.e. from 90 to 105 436 Hz), a value that was far sub-threshold for all participants (see results). Otherwise the 437 experimental conditions were as described for experiment 1. 
Figure legends
